Psychological Changes in Patients With Multiple Sclerosis
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Introduction:
Multiple Sclerosis (MS) as a stressful event, despite causing negative psychological changes, may lead to positive ones as well.

Objective:
This study was mainly conducted to examine the implications of posttraumatic growth and demoralization and also to determine the relationship between them in patients with MS.

Materials and Methods:
This was a cross-sectional study, in which the research population included all patients with MS who were the member of Ardabil Multiple Sclerosis Association. Using convenience sampling method, 146 eligible patients completed the posttraumatic growth tool and the demoralization scale. The obtained data were analyzed by using descriptive (mean, range, frequency, standard deviation) and inferential (Pearson correlation coefficient) statistics.

Results:
The Mean±SD age of the participants was 33.59±8.70 years, and most of them were female (67.8%), married (67.1%) and had a high school diploma (49.3%). The Mean±SD scores of posttraumatic growth and demoralization were 65.23±17.1 and 34.71±18.22, respectively. Also, a significant inverse correlation was obtained between demoralization with posttraumatic growth (P<0.001; r=-0.57) and its dimensions (P<0.001; r=-0.23 to -0.57).

Conclusion:
By decreasing the score of negative psychological changes (demoralization), the score of positive psychological changes (posttraumatic growth) increases in the MS patients. Nurses, psychological counselors, and other community caregivers can provide the context to create positive changes in MS patients, by reducing demoralization and resolving patients’ psychological problems.
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Introduction

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a disease caused by reduced speed of neurotransmission. It is also the most common cause of disability that lead to several physical and mental problems and family and social dysfunction for the involved people. The disease has currently affected more than 1.3 million people worldwide [1]. In recent years, studies in the Middle East and Iran have suggested a relatively high and increasing prevalence of MS [2]. People with MS experience symptoms and side effects such as fatigue, physical disability, cognitive impairment, pain, and depression [3]. One of the serious complications of the disease is the development of disability, particularly in young patients. Thus, MS is currently considered as the second leading cause of disability in young people in Iran. Given that the most people in this age are at the peak of their individual, social, and family responsibilities, the disease creates serious problems for them [4].

One of the psychiatric disorders in dealing with stressful events is demoralization. Demoralization refers to an inhibitory reaction in response to overwhelming stresses, which appears following perceived inability related to the continuing adaptation and concern, disappointment and feelings of inadequacy [5]. This concept has been suggested for the first time in 1970 by Frank to describe a situation of perceived incompetence, failure to comply, hopelessness, existential despair and meaninglessness of life that occur frequently following the treatment of health problems in people [6].

The clinical features of the demoralization syndrome include sense of dysmorphic body, physical disability, chronic diseases, social isolation, depression, feeling of inadequacy and mistrust, confusion, loss of self-confidence and despair [7]. Demoralization is a kind of distress that has a high correlation with physical disorders [5]. It can act as a major obstacle in the recovery of the patients [8]. Kissane et al. believed that “in the event of demoralization, negative thoughts are developed in people about the ability to make influence on issues, and thus, they will lack appropriate motivation and morale for doing efforts to test new ways of coping in the future, and gradually would go down into social isolation” [9].

Although, few studies related to demoralization in MS patients have been conducted, other studies have reported that severe and incurable diseases, such as immune deficiency syndromes, can lead to demoralization syndrome [10]. Meanwhile, some studies have also reported the occurrence rate of demoralization as 13% in people with chronic diseases [11, 12]. Many scientific evidence and documents obtained over the past 30 years suggest that trauma and stressful events not only lead to health threats [13-15], but also may act as facilitating factors for positive psychological changes [14]. Thus in the stressful conditions of the present life, people would also may grow [15].

In other words, despite the fact that stressful events in people’s lives may lead to adverse effects in various physical, mental and social aspects, in the meantime, dealing with these events will lead to the growth of various human aspects. The term “posttraumatic growth” is defined as “a subjective experience of positive psychological changes that is created by a person due to coping with highly challenging situations in the life” [16]. The term “posttraumatic” emphasizes that growth occurs after a very stressful event and not after any minor stress or during normal development process. The term “growth” refers to the fact that the person will achieve a progress that is beyond his level of compatibility, mental performance or awareness. This suggests that new positive achievements and further meaningful benefits will be seen in people’s life compared to the pre-crisis status [15].

Developing MS as a stressful event, following by physical, mental and social problems can be the source of many positive effects for the involved people and coping with this disease can also be associated with beneficial psychological effects [17]. Mohr and Pakenham studies highlight the growth concepts such as deepening of relationships, appreciating the life, increased spirituality, becoming stronger, new opportunities, and changes in life priorities [17, 18]. In studies that have examined the posttraumatic growth in patients with MS by quantitative method, some degrees of posttraumatic growth have been also reported [19, 20].

Given that demoralization in patients with chronic diseases impairs their healing process and coping with the conditions of disease, it is highly important to recognize and solve it. However, the review of literature reveals no relevant study on patients with multiple sclerosis, especially in Iranian society. Since few studies have examined the positive psychological effects (posttraumatic growth) and demoralization in patients with MS, especially in Iranian society, we aimed to explore the concept of posttraumatic growth and its dimensions as well as the concept of demoralization in patients with MS.
Materials and Methods

This study was a cross-sectional research. The study population consisted of all patients with MS who were the members of the MS Society in the city of Ardabil in the north of Iran. By convenience sampling method, all eligible patients willing to participate in the study were entered into the study (From February to June 2016) after explaining the study objectives and ensuring them about the confidentiality of information. The study inclusion criteria were as follows: diagnosis of MS by a neurologist, at least 6 months passed of their initial diagnosis, and ability to communicate and respond to questions. The patients with cognitive disorders (according to the patient history and medical records) as well as those unwilling to participate were excluded from the study.

Considering sample size formula for correlational studies [21] and using a two-sided significance level of 5% and a power analysis of 80% with correlation coefficient of r=−0.3 (calculated from the data of 20 participants in a pilot study), the minimum required sample was estimated as 85. There were a total of 597 patients with MS in Ardabil, of which 160 eligible patients were included in the study, and 14 patients were excluded from the study due to failure in answering the study questions. Finally, the data from 146 eligible patients were analyzed in SPSS V. 22. For this purpose, descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum) and inferential statistics (Pearson correlation coefficient) were used to classify the data and find correlation of post-traumatic growth and demoralization in MS patients.

In this study, the relevant data were collected using questionnaire through interviews. The questionnaire used in this study included a demographic characteristics questionnaire, posttraumatic growth inventory, and demoralization scale. The Post-Traumatic Growth Inventory (PTGI) was designed in 1996 by Tedeschi and Calhoun in the United States to assess the concept of posttraumatic growth. It has 21 items that assess the psychological growth rate after facing a stressful event in 5 areas of personal strengthening, relating to others, appreciation of life, spiritual changes, and new possibilities. The tool was scored on a 6-point Likert-type scale from 0=none, 1=very little, 2=little, 3=moderately, 4=much, and 5=very much. The total score ranges from 0 to 105, where higher scores indicate higher posttraumatic growth and lower scores represented lower posttraumatic growth [22].

Heidarzadeh reported the psychometric characteristics of the posttraumatic growth inventory as valid for use in Iranian samples who experienced stressful events [23]. The demoralization scale was designed by Kissane et al. in 2004. It has 24 items with 5-point Likert-type rating scale that each item score ranges from 0 to 4. Higher scores indicate higher demoralization [9]. The tool was translated by the researchers, and its content validity was confirmed by 10 experts, including 4 nurses working in wards associated with the MS disease, 5 nursing faculty members and one neurologist. In addition, the internal consistency of the tool was confirmed with Cronbach a coefficient of 0.83.

Results

The Mean±SD of the subjects was 33.59±8.70 years (age range: 18 to 57 years). Most subjects were female (67.8%), married (67.1%), with an average income level (52.7%) and receiving some degree of help in daily activities due to their disability. Their mean duration of developing MS was 67 months (range: 6 months to 20 years.) The Post-Traumatic Growth Inventory (PTGI) Mean±SD scores in patients with MS were 65.23±17.1.

It was also found that the mean scores from highest to lowest belonged to the dimensions of spiritual changes,
relating to others, appreciation of life, personal strengthening, and new possibilities, respectively (Table 1). The results also indicate that the Mean±SD score of demoralization was 34.71±18.22. Meanwhile, an inverse and significant relationship was found between demoralization and posttraumatic growth (P<0.001; r=-0.57) and its dimensions (P<0.001; r=-0.23 to -0.55) (Table 2).

Discussion

The study results indicate that the study subjects experienced a moderate level of posttraumatic growth. Few studies have examined the posttraumatic growth in patients with MS by using PTGI. The study of Ackroyd reported that the MS patients experienced some degrees of growth [19]. Comparing various studies, the mean score of posttraumatic growth in the present study was higher than the scores in other studies on patients with MS [19], cancer [24, 25] and non-clinical stressful events [26, 27]. This finding suggests that Iranian people who experience MS stressful incident will experience more positive psychological changes as well. However, in studies that have examined the posttraumatic growth in patients with cancer and myocardial infarction in Iranian society [28, 29], the PTGI score was lower than in the present study. It seems that stressful events such as cancer that are more severe and make people feeling closer to death will also cause more psychological changes.

Evaluating the posttraumatic growth items reveals that the highest growth rate belonged respectively to the dimensions of spiritual changes, relating to others, appreciation of life, personal strengthening, and new possibilities. These results were similar to the results of previous studies that have examined the posttraumatic growth in Iranian samples with cancer [28] and myocardial infarction [29] which have reported the spiritual changes and relating to others as two very important dimensions of positive changes after the occurrence of a stressful event. However, in studies conducted in modern societies, other aspects of posttraumatic growth have been reported as the priority changes [24, 26, 27].

In a study by Morris, the dimensions of appreciating the life and spirituality have achieved the highest and lowest scores, respectively [24]. This difference indicate that due to religious and traditional structure of Iran society [30], after a stressful event, the tendency toward the source of spirituality and relating to others (given that the supports of family and kinships are the greatest support in such situations) are the common strategy in Iranian society that is associated with their significant growth in this area.

Evaluating the demoralization revealed that the patients experience some degree of demoralization after developing MS. Moreover, a significant inverse correlation was seen between the score of demoralization and posttraumatic growth and its dimensions; so that the posttraumatic growth score increased by reducing the demoralization. In a study by Li, it was found that cancer patients experience both positive and negative aspects of psychological changes; so that some degree of demoralization and posttraumatic growth was reported in them. In addition, they observed an inverse relationship between posttraumatic growth and demoralization; so that by reducing the score of demoralization, the posttraumatic growth score increased [31].

In a study conducted by Mohr, it was found that patients with MS experienced both positive and negative aspects of changes in living with the disease [17]. In a study it was found that the developing of cancer lead to the demoralization in involved patients. Since the tool used in both studies were the same, it was observed that the demoralization score in patients with MS in this study was higher than its score in patients with cancer in the study by Li [32]. Because few studies have been conducted on demoralization in MS patients in different parts of the world, there is little information on factors affecting the demoralization, and further studies are required in this area.

The notable finding in our study was the weak relationship between the dimension of spirituality and demoralization, which their correlation coefficient was significantly low in comparison with other aspects of posttraumatic growth. Thus, demoralization explains...
only 5% of changes of spiritual dimension in patients with MS. This suggests that Iranian patients with MS, at every level of psychological disorders, will be inclined to spirituality according to the religious context. Previous studies [33, 34] have reported that during stressful incidents, the affected patients use spirituality as a coping strategy. It seems that tendency to spirituality in MS patients, even in the presence of demoralization, is a coping strategy in the first step and then, the patients will achieve a significant spiritual growth.

Although this study has provided valuable information on psychological changes in patients with MS, it has some limitations, too. Due to lack of access to all patients in the city, the study samples were recruited by convenience sampling method that affects the generalizability of the results. This study was merely a descriptive-correlational study that provided some information in relation to the strong relationship between demoralization and posttraumatic growth. However, further studies should be conducted as clinical trials to determine the cause and effect impacts of these variables.

The results of this study indicate that MS patients in Ardabil experienced both negative changes (demoralization) and positive changes (posttraumatic growth) in the psychological context. In addition, a significant inverse correlation was found between these two variables, so that by reducing demoralization, the posttraumatic growth increases. Given that demoralization is a major obstacle in creating positive psychological changes in MS patients, nurses, psychology counselors and other caregivers in the community can consider this concept and by reducing demoralization, can alleviate the patients’ psychological problems and provide the context to bring positive changes for them.
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